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Samsung includes a small card with five gesture commands on it, slotted into a plastic stand you can set up next to the system as a reminder. That's a
useful touch, but it would also have been thoughtful for Samsung to surface the gesture application on either the Windows 8 touch interface, or at least
with an icon on the desktop screen. Until you launch that application, you can't turn the gesture recognition function on, and the only way you can find

it seems to be by searching. Processor: AMD Ryzen 7 5800X 8-core 3.8 GHz (4.7 GHz Max Boost) CPUVideo Card: AMD Radeon RX 6900 XT 16GB GDDR6
Graphics Card (Brand may vary)Memory: 16GB DDR4 3200MHz Gaming Memory Power Supply: 750 Watt 80 PLUS Gold Certified Power SupplySSD: 1 TB
Gen4 NVMe SSD Operating System: Microsoft Windows 10 Home 64-bitCase: Thermaltake S300 TG Case with Tempered Glass BlackCooling: 360mm AIO
When attempting to reset a Windows device with apps that have folders with reparse data, such as OneDrive or OneDrive for Business, files which have
been downloaded or synced locally from OneDrive might not be deleted when selecting the Remove everything option. This issue might be encountered
when attempting a manual reset initiated within Windows or a remote reset. Remote resets might be initiated from Mobile Device Management (MDM)

or other management applications, such as Microsoft Intune or third-party tools. OneDrive files that are cloud only or have not been downloaded or
opened on the device are not affected and will not persist, as the files are not downloaded or synced locally.
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